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MEDITATIVE MANDALAS . . .s a new way to enjoy a selection of the most beautiful mandalas from
the bestselling Mandala Meditation Coloring Book!   These exquisite meditative designs are
actually in scratch type, with multicolor backgrounds that spring alive when you scratch off the
white lines. NOW IN AN Interesting NEW SCRATCH COLORING File format! Here’ Utilize the
included stylus to produce these stunning one-of-a-kind pieces.
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Great meditation & focus tool I really like this scratch off, reverse coloring, book. It's fun and
comforting to sit with it and progressively remove the gray and disclose the colour. I find that
pursuits like this really help lessen my stress & anxiety. Love this! I had some of the color come
off in areas I didn't want to buy to come off. It generally does not bother me though. Personally i
think it'll work itself out while I'm working on the few with random scrapes. I am specifically
impressed with this book because the pages are covered in an almost clayboard-like surface
finish and unlike the various other two books I ordered the black level doesn't begin to peel up
in large chunks after a while.Like others have stated a metal tool is way better. The wood tool
included isn't just uncomfortable to hold, it catches and doesn't make the range as smooth. the
metallic scaper? Happy scratching! Relaxing activity, but my book was flawed. This book offers
the greatest of both worlds. I don't plan to be framing these, so the flaws, while annoying, aren't
relaxation-prohibitive.There is a faint smell that is included with any scratch away paper, but it
dissipates as you use it.Still, it's a soothing book, and it's really fun to see the mandalas' colors
come into fruition simply because you scratch off the pattern. If you want a relaxing alternative
to doodling or coloring, this one's pretty enjoyable and mindless. This wasn't the fault of the
seller--it was a manufacturing issue that caused each page to haves some of the black coating
rubbed faraway from each of the pages. updated review--much much better than i originally
reviewed it updated review: i LOVE the wooden scraper. It feels so cheap and flimsy, and it really
hurts my hands when I take advantage of it for too long. at least the end on this could be
sharpened when needed utilizing the poor man's pencil sharpener technique. I plan on buying as
many scratch off books as I can so I'm going to purchase a few different steel tools on Amazon
and observe which I like. not so much. That's great to use on these types of books. Learning
curve with this book. instead, they give you a wooden long handled "toothpick. (and i still stick
to my one pass series routing. life is manufactured so much easier than in fact attempting to
scrape. One suggestion: make use of a pencil sharpener or some sandpaper to sharpen the
wooden scratcher that comes with it. for the money, it really is perfect--tons of hours piddling
apart, scraping, distracting the mind. that being said, the tool you'll get to scrape such a big book
is actually sort of unpleasant. one would think that with therefore many pads to etch, they might
include a metal scraper with it. in addition to that, this was a great meditative experience."pro
tips:1. buy a metal etcher. it'll make your daily life easier.don't wish to accomplish that? that
may sharpen the point. I was worried there would be one great one and the others will be
subpar, but I have by no means been happier to become proven wrong. merely scrub it against
the cardboard surface area in the back of the publication while rolling it around. then consider
the following:a. FYI--you will have to do that about a third of the way thru the 1st etch.b. try the
"tattoo" technique of using one move lines to find the foil off. once i halted "etching," i noticed
this was actually quite effective, specifically on the etch boards with muted details. Mandalas
for Meditation: Scratch-Off I like this scratch off book. The coloring books are excellent, but
having to choose the colors and wonder which would look greatest can truly add to anxiety, not
relieve it. Relaxing to perform.the one thing i do not like about it (which explains why i still
haven't trained with 5 stars) is that some of the photos have so much detail and small spaces
between them that the fine detail gets dropped amidst the color. i came across myself keeping a
few of the gray areas intact just to have description and contrast to some of the pictures. There
are tissue paper sheets in between each web page but a few light scrapes were on mine as well
as additional reviewers have stated.With a little practice it will get better. It's a challenge along
with being versatile and forgiving. Beautiful patterns and hours of relaxation Seriously, the one
about the cover is one of the included scratch patterns (I think mine had a different color



beneath) but they are so pretty! I've bought a few and everybody loves it. The only complaint
I've with this is actually the offered wooden pencil they give you. i discovered this when i
bought an etch book with an actual metal scraper. This isn't too big of a offer, because you can
buy better ones, but also for someone it doesn't have other types, this could swiftly become a
pain. All of the pictures are so detailed Love this! figure out how to sharpen your wooden device
(please, for the love of god, DOT NOT use a pencil sharpener). I'm so excited to sit down at my
table with these to wind down for your day. Plus I acquired very few webpages that happened to
get scratches. If you like adult coloring, I recommend giving this a try! trust me)unique
review:let's established the record straight: i love this etch art reserve. This will make the details
work much easier! Bought the Lago scratch coloring pen. This book is pretty good. I like the
colour schemes it provides and the designs to check out. I wish the device that is included with
it was a little better since occasionally it creates too "thick" of a range in small area's and
sometimes it's harder to use to get the designs right. Some of the pages already has scrap
markings showing off the colors and kind of taking away from the pattern, but it was maybe 4
pages or so that had tiny markings.All in all this was a neat product and very relaxing. No pens to
carry or colors to choose, the pre-colored designs awaken as you just scratch off. Very rewarding
experience! I gave this as a gift to my anxious child. The wooden scratcher that is included with
it, made my hand cramp after a while. This is a fun to do product, but mine arrived scuffed. The
decision is only how much to scratch off and the pre-designed and colored graphic awakens. It
offers her immense satisfaction and happiness. Very deceptive I did so not realize you merely
had to stay in the grey area if you don’t it also writes in the black area if you walk out lines it
messes up the complete picture if We could get another alternative at no charge I would try
again now that I know Pencil/tool to use I like the product (i believe) up to now but haven't taken
the plastic material wrap off,a simply because this is a gift, where may be the pencil that's used
to scratch the pictures? 15 art pages not 36! My wife loves it. It says in the explanation that the
book duration can be “36”. I assumed it was 36 art pages. These are the thing that keep me
relaxed and off my feet when I have to rest. A little misleading. Amazing I love that some are
easy and others are complex. It only has 15 designs. So much yes to the book. Some already
scratched I'd give this 5 superstars if a few of the styles weren't scratched currently. All the
pictures are so detailed, I know it will take me a long time to get through them all. One emerged
without the stylus and the customer service was amazing. Relaxing Enjoyed, relaxing and quality
Love it! Certainly love this book. I'm disappointed because 2/12 were already ruined.
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